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Abstract—In this paper we describe LiveTalk, a
framework for Collaborative Browser-based Replicated-
Computation applications. LiveTalk permits multiple users
separated across the wide area to interact with separate
copies of a single application, sharing a single virtual
workspace, using very little network bandwidth. LiveTalk
features an integrated, browser-based programming environ-
ment with native graphics and live evaluation, an integrated,
pluggable web server, and a simple messaging service that
serves to coordinate activity on shared application sessions,
and provides for multiple, mutually-isolated sessions. The
first use case for LiveTalk are collaborative big-data vi-
sualizations running on thin-client devices such as cellular
phones, tablets, and netbooks. These applications form part
of a new class of application where the distributed Cloud
is leveraged to provide low latency, and high-bandwidth
access to geographically disparate users while maintaining
the feel of immediacy associated with local computation. The
primary motivation of this work is to permit low latency,
collaborative applications to be built quickly and easily, while
requiring no setup for use by the end-user.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Cloud-based applications have a substantial number of

advantages over fat-client-based desktop applications, one

reason many applications have migrated to the web and the

Cloud in recent decades. Application state is resident, not

on a desktop, but in the Cloud, and is generally immune

from local failures such as disk crashes, loss or theft of

client equipment, and so on; users can access the appli-

cation from anywhere there is network connectivity, using

any device, including smartphones, tablets, and netbooks;

the application runs in a controlled, known environment,

eliminating many porting difficulties. For enterprises, thin

clients and servers are easier to maintain than fat desktop

PCs. Routine Information Technology tasks – data backup,

etc. – are handled by the Cloud provider automatically.

There is no need for on-site support or maintenance.

Collaboration is inherent in Cloud applications. An

excellent example is the Google suite of productivity appli-

cations: Google Docs, Google Sheets, and Google Slides.

At first glance, these are mere clones of a standard desktop

suite, such as Microsoft Office or Open Office. However,

a major feature is collaborative editing. Document co-

authors can see, in real time, who else is editing the

document and the changes that each one is making, which

radically reduces the standard revision cycle of modify-

then-email.
Cloud platforms and operating systems tend to be more

secure than desktop systems, largely due to their heritage

– most descend from the more robust and more secure

Unix platform. Further, it is far easier to recover a Cloud

platform from malware or attack: one simply deletes the

infected virtual machine and restores to a pristine, pre-

infected image.
Moreover, Cloud-based applications have now become

possible, largely due to the HTML5 platform. The web has

completed its evolution from being a document-exchange

system to a full-fledged programming platform, with every

feature available on a traditional desktop system. This

includes a rich graphics platform, including 3D graphics.
There are three limitations that have slowed the uptake

of Cloud-based applications:

• The need for a ubiquitous Internet connection, and in

many cases a very high-speed connection.

• The remote nature of current “Classic Cloud” plat-

forms, where the closest Cloud node is hundreds

or thousands of kilometers distant, dramatically re-

duces the responsiveness of Cloud-based applica-

tions. Many applications are “fat data” systems –

they require large data transfers between the Cloud

node and the web client. For this reason, data-heavy

applications such as Geographic Information Systems

rely on local fat-client implementations, in order to

minimize latency in response to a user request.

• Bandwidth costs, particularly for long-distance trans-

missions, are not dropping as rapidly as computation

costs. What matters is the ratio between computation

and communications costs, since the former repre-

sents our ability to capture, generate, and process

data, and the latter our ability to transmit it. This

ratio has dropped by two orders of magnitude over

the past 20 years[12], which means that networks are

becoming increasingly over-stretched. On the side of

the application consumer, this disparity appears as

per-month bandwidth caps; on the side of the appli-

cation provider, as direct bandwidth charges; and on

the side of the network-provider, as an exponentially

increasing demand for bandwidth.

• Privacy and regulatory concerns often dictate that
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application data must be kept in specific political

jurisdictions. For example, many universities in the

United States have outsourced their office applica-

tions and email to Google, using locally-branded

versions of GMail and Google Apps for Enterprise.

In contrast, universities in the Canadian province of

British Columbia are required by local law to keep

student data in Canada.

The need for an Internet connection is immutable.

However, the rise of the distributed Cloud eliminates

the other limitations, by bringing the Cloud closer to

the user. This increases responsiveness and bandwidth to

the user dramatically, effectively to the responsiveness

of a program resident to a desktop PC, and eliminates

regulatory and jurisdictional questions because application

data is now resident in the user’s jurisdiction. Moreover,

bandwidth costs are primarily long-haul costs on level-

2 and level-3 providers; local bandwidth is cheap and

plentiful.

This has led to the development of a number of

application-specific Edge Clouds. The most familiar of

these are content-distribution networks such as Aka-

mai, Coral, CoDeeN, and the Google Global Cache.

However, sufficiently popular single applications develop

application-specific Edge Clouds interconnected by private

networks. For example, the League of Legends game is

the leader in e-sports, with the world championship filling

20,000-seat basketball and hockey arenas. Fair competition

requires that the game server be under the control of

League of Legends, and be equidistant from, and close

to, the competing parties – no home-server advantage,

and with guaranteed bandwidth to the players (League

of Legends is a classic fat-client game, so in practice

bandwidth requirements are relatively modest; but quality-

of-service is vital). For this reason, Riot Games, the maker

and operator of League of Legends, operates its own Edge

Cloud of League of Legends servers with a private network

between them. Riot’s explanation for this is:

“Currently, ISPs focus primarily on moving

large volumes of data in seconds or minutes,

which is good for buffered applications like

YouTube or Netflix but not so good for real-

time games, which need to move very small

amounts of data in milliseconds. On top of that,

your internet connection might bounce all over

the country instead of running directly to where

it needs to go, which can impact your network

quality and ping whether the game server is

across the country or right down the street.

This is why we’re in the process of creating

our own direct network for League traffic and

working with ISPs across the US and Canada to

connect players to this network.”[33]

For this reason, there have been a number of implemen-

tations of Distributed Edge Clouds over the past decade,

from PlanetLab[32], to GENI[8], [29], SAVI[22], and G-

Lab[31]. These can be made very efficient[6], [7], [4],

and in fact a downloadable Edge Cloud which can run

in any available VM has been proposed[5]. These are all

Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) Distributed Clouds, which

offer some variant of Linux Virtual Machines or Docker

Containers as the execution environment.

Platform-as-a-Service environments are common

programming environments instantiated on top of

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) platforms. These offer

both higher-level programming abstractions and more

facilities for the application developer and greater

efficiency in the use of the underlying infrastructure.

Commercial examples include Heroku[30], AWS Elastic

Beanstalk[43], and Google App Engine[36]. Though some

features of commercial PaaS facilities are not relevant for

a distributed Cloud environment (e.g., automated scaling),

the productivity enhancements certainly are. LiveTalk is a

PaaS environment tuned to delivering sophisticated Cloud

applications in a web browser. We describe LiveTalk

here.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

In Section II we describe the architecture and initial

implementation of LiveTalk. In Section III we discuss

the inter-instance messaging system used to coordinate

activities in LiveTalk. In Section IV we describe two

example applications that we have built on the LiveTalk

framework. In Section V, we discuss conclusions and

future work.

II. THE LIVETALK ARCHITECTURE

A typical PaaS environment is a web framework with

an automated deployment capability. To a developer, it

looks very much like programming Ruby on Rails[40],

Django[13] or Node.js[35], with the various deployment

scripts and server plumbing taken care of. Client support

is generally limited to a thin overlay on HTML, usually

a template engine such as Jinja2[17] or Jade[16]. The

major features of such frameworks is that database access

and manipulation is done transparently through an API,

so there appears to be little difference between database

manipulation and manipulating a program’s data struc-

ture, and REST requests are transparently translated into

method calls.

LiveTalk differs from most PaaS environments in that

it presents a much higher-level client abstraction than

raw HTML5. The foundational layer of LiveTalk is the

Lively Web[23], [19], [39]. The client abstraction pre-

sented by Lively is a graphical user interface based on the

Morphic[26] graphical interface, pioneered in Self[42] and

used in Squeak[15] and Scratch[25]. Though the Lively UI

is rendered using HTML5, this is very much a low-level

rendering tool. The actual objects created and manipulated

in a Lively Web page (called a “world”) are Morphic ob-

jects. Morphic is a user interface framework that supports

composable graphical objects, along with the machinery

required to display and animate these objects, handle user

inputs, and manage underlying system resources such as

HTML tags, CSS styles, fonts, and color maps. A primary

goal of Morphic is to make it easy to construct and edit

interactive graphical objects, both programmatically and
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Figure 1. LiveTalk System Architecture

by direct manipulation.

The easiest way to think about Lively is to consider it a

JavaScript-based implementation of Squeak, its immediate

predecessor. From Squeak it inherits its fundamental UI

and live-evaluation programming semantics (any piece of

text in a Lively world can be evaluated as a JavaScript

expression); since it is implemented in JavaScript and runs

in any browser, any JavaScript library or HTML widget

can be incorporated in a Lively world.

Lively comes with an integrated editor, Ace[1],

an integrated Wiki for version control, an integrated

WebDAV[10] environment for server-side file storage, an

integrated SQLite[2] database with client- and server-

side APIs, an integrated messaging system which uses

socket.io[20] as an underlying transport layer, and an

integrated, pluggable Node.js server which both acts to

serve the Lively pages themselves and can be used to add

server-side code. And just like the client, the server can

be programmed through an editor on a Lively page.

The Node.js pluggable server with an integrated file

store (WebDAV) and SQLite database would, by them-

selves, make Lively a competitive web framework. How-

ever, the client-side Morphic-based programming envi-

ronment, integrated Wiki, and messaging system are un-

equaled in other web development environments. Of par-

ticular note is that the WebDAV, database, and messaging

systems all have substantial client-side APIs, so for many

applications server-side programming is entirely unnec-

essary; indeed, we have built two-player games with no

server-side programming at all.

The architecture for LiveTalk is shown in Figure 1. It

should be noted that most of the features of the LiveTalk

system are present in its Lively Web base; the contribution

for a distributed environment is an enhanced messaging

system to support privacy and isolation in collaborative

applications and its integration with the GENI Experiment

Engine (and, eventually, the PlanetIgnite) Distributed IaaS

platform.

Developers writing a LiveTalk application will typically

encapsulate the client-facing portion of the system in

Lively worlds (Morphic applications written in JavaScript

and encapsulated on a web page) that are stored in the

Wiki-based application repository. In many cases, theu will

write a Node.js subserver as well, or (to avoid fate-sharing)

write a separate data server which can be deployed alon-

side the LiveTalk server, in a companion container. They

may also interact directly with the embedded server-side

SQLite database through the provided API and/or use the

Figure 2. LiveTalk Messaging System Architecture

integrated WebDAV client-side API to manipulate server-

side files.

III. THE LIVETALK MESSAGING SYSTEM

The LiveTalk messaging system is based on the Lively

Web’s integrated Lively2Lively message protocol. The

goals of Lively2Lively were to permit:

• Pure message based communication between Lively

worlds,

• A transparent network abstraction, with simple

put/get semantics on messages,

• Graceful handling of churn and parties leaving and

entering systems, and

• Automated handling of messages.

The Lively2Lively system ensures reliable delivery and

participant tracking in a worldwide setting through a

hierarchy of session trackers, using either a client-side or a

server-side API; most applications use the client-side API.

Each session starts with a unique, randomly chosen UUID

that registers with a session tracker on the Lively server

that served the world. Sessions can use the local API to

discover other sessions, by URL, user, or UUID, to send

messages and receive messages.

The wire protocol for a Lively2Lively message is a

JSON object, which must have the fields action (a string)

and target (a UUID), which specifies, respectively, the

subject and receiver of the message. Optional fields specify

the sender, a unique ID for the message, an identifier of

a message which prompted this message as a response, if

any, and a data field, which is a JSON object containing

any message data.

A session registers to handle messages of for a spe-

cific action with the registerActions method in the

Lively2Lively session tracker. registerActions takes a

JavaScript dictionary as an argument, where the entry

messageName: function(msg, session) indicates that the

function on the right-hand side is used to handle messages

with the action messageName.

Message routing is handled seamlessly by the Lively

servers in a manner similar to SMTP[18]. The server’s

session tracker determines if it is the designated recipient

of the request. If so, it delivers the message. If the recipient

is a session tracked by this server, it delivers to that

session, otherwise it passes it to a peer for delivery.

Lively2Lively offers the base message delivery layer

for LiveTalk, but further functionality is required for a

distributed application platform. We see the architecture

of a distributed messaging system as similar to the stacked
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services in the Internet, where each layer offers function-

ality building on the layer below. An architectural diagram

showing some of the services appears in Figure 2.

Lively2Lively forms the base layer of the messaging

system: discovery and reliable transmission, including –

in the future – scalability features like multicast and pub-

lish/subscribe. The LiveTalk messaging system focusses

on the next layers above the discovery and transmission

layer: attaching actions to objects and offering protection

and privacy for message users and groups.

We begin with the first problem: attaching messages

to objects and choosing which recipient on a page is

the intended recipient of a message. The choice for the

first question is what is the appropriate granularity of

a message participant? The choices are: Lively worlds,

Lively2Lively sessions, individual morphs, or a new, ab-

stract entity.

Worlds and Lively2Lively sessions are too coarse for the

appropriate interface. A world may have multiple morphs

participating in various different applications, and the odds

of a name conflict are quite high. Since morphs are the

general unit in Lively, using a Morph is tempting. How-

ever, conversation participants do not need to be tied to a

specific graphical object, a single graphical object can have

multiple messaging interfaces, and, perhaps most of all,

there is no compelling reason to do it. One must remember

the First Commandment of Modularity: “Thou Shalt not

Overload a Concept Without an Excellent Reason”1.

Conversations Our choice is therefore a new object,

the Conversation. We follow the JavaScript convention:

a Conversation is simply an object, which defines a set

of messages to which a Conversation object responds. A

Conversation also has a name, which defines the set of

messages to which it responds.

The Conversation resembles nothing so much as a

Java Interface, and faces the same basic constraint:

the name of a Conversation must be unique across

applications. And thus we chose the Java solution: to

use a reversed URL, followed by the user id of the

Conversation developer, followed by the name of the

Conversation (chosen arbitrarily by the developer). Dots

are used to separate the fields, and developers can choose

a hierarchical namespace for their own Conversations

if they prefer. An example Conversation name is

org.lively-web.www.matt.visualizer,

or org.lively-web.www.matt.visualizer
.pollution.

The Conversation name defines a set of messages,

so each Conversation has a method: messages which

returns the names of the messages to which a participant

in the Conversation responds. The full name of a message

is the name of the Conversation followed by the name

of the message, separated (as always) by a dot. For

example, the showData message of the converation

1Like the other commandments of information technology (“Real
Operating Systems end in X”; “If It doesn’t install with apt-get, walk
away”; “Design the API first, then the GUI”; “Java? Ewwwww...”) the
punishment for disobeying this Commandment is death by a million bugs

Figure 3. Typical Message and Information Flow

org.lively-web.www.matt.visualizer is

org.lively-web.www.matt.visualizer.
showData.

Groups The unit of protection is the Group. A group

is simply a name, an owner, a set of receivers, a key,

and a Conversation. Every user – owner or receiver – is

a username and the according UUID. A group’s owner
decides on admissions to the group.

To join a group, an object calls

LiveTalk.joinGroup(conversationName,
groupName, messageMapping), where

messageMapping is an object of the form

messageName: function(message), declaring

the message handlers for each message in a

Conversation. The return value of joinGroup
is a Group object, or None if the joining the group failed.

The message to join a group is delivered to the group

owner (person or agent) which returns the appropriate

response.

The key is optional and is used for group security:

to prevent non-members from sending messages to the

group. When members send a message to the group,

they cryptographically signs it using the key. On receipt,

the LiveTalk session manager reads the signature, and, if

the message is signed appropriately, invoke the registered

message handler with the message as an argument.

The resulting, typical information and message flow is

shown in Figure 3. Message flow is depicted by dashed

arrows and data requests and transfers by solid arrows;

the numbers on the arrows represent the time sequence of

message flows. One participant in a LiveTalk-enabled ap-

plication performs an action which manipulates the shared

visual space. This will typically, but not always, involve

fetching data from the server. The LiveTalk application

will simultaneously issue a data request to the server and

issue a message to the other participants describing the

manipulation of the shared space. When the data request

is serviced, the local screen is redrawn in response to

the request. Once the message is received by a remote

participant, the remote handler will make a duplicate data

request to its local server and fetch the data.

The message to the other participants will often route

through the network of servers participating in the Conver-

sation; however, this is not a requirement of the protocol.

Other implementations, including direct peer-to-peer or

routing through a messaging substrate such as a Dis-
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Figure 4. Typical LiveTalk Design Pattern

tributed Hash Tables[28] are possible.

The typical flow above dictates a common design pat-

tern for LiveTalk applications, which is shown in Figure

4. A user action is serviced by an action handler method,

which will typically do two things: the first is bundle

up a data structure describing the user request and send

it off as a message to the group, and the second is to

invoke the action the user expects. Upon message receipt,

the message handler interprets the message, then invokes

the same action on the remote system. To most of the

substrate of the application, there is no difference between

a user action and an incoming message: only the message-

handling/user-facing layer can see a difference.

The result is that inter-user latencies are only visible

in two cases: the first is if two users attempt near-

simultaneous (roughly, < 1 round trip delay time) and the

second is if there is out-of-band communication which has

less latency than the messaging substrate.

IV. EXAMPLE LIVETALK APPLICATIONS

This section will discuss two collaborative visualiza-

tions built in LiveTalk and deployed across the GENI

Experiment Engine and SAVI Infrastructures.

A. Pollution Visualization

This visualization, pictured in Figure 5, is constructed

of a type where there is a large data set stored locally.

The specific dataset is the concentration of 2.5-micron

particulate data (PM2.5) on a worldwide 10-km grid[21].

Coarser grids of 25 km, 50 km, and 100 km are obtained

from the original grid and stored alongside it. The database

stores a series of triples containing the latitude, longitude

and scalar value. A snapshot exists for each month from

1997 to 2015, resulting in a database 11 GB in size. Each

transaction requires fetching up to 30,000 points from the

server, about an 800 KB transfer. The scalar values are

displayed as color-coded rectangles on a map.

The data for each interaction is so large that it must be

fetched from the local server. See below for an analysis.

Collaborative interaction is done using the messaging

Figure 5. Pollution Visualizer

system described above. The data and message flow follow

the flows in Figure 3, and the general architecture of

the client system follows that shown in Figure 4. A user

interaction with the system selects a map bounding box,

desired resolution (10, 25, 50, or 100 km), an opacity

for the rectangles, a zoom level, a month, a year, and a

maximum value, which scales the color coding. This forms

the basis for a bounding box request to the database and

sets drawing parameters for the application.

In addition to the data request (not shown) the user

interaction generates a message sent to all other Conver-

sation participants giving the relevant data to make a local

database request and draw the results on the screen. A

sample message is shown in Listing 1

Listing 1. Pollution Message

{” a c t i o n ” : ” changeMap ” ,
” d a t a ” :

{” u s e r ” : ” MattH ” ,
”zoom ” : ” 2 . 2 ” ,
” o p a c i t y ” : ” 0 . 5 ” ,
” r e s o l u t i o n ” : 1 0 ,
” c e n t e r ” :

{” l o n ” : 3 8 8 . 6 4 ,
” l a t ” : 2 3 . 7 6} ,

” maxVal ” : ” 4 0 ” ,
” month ” : 9 ,
” y e a r ” : 2 0 0 4 ,
” monthUpdate ” : t r u e } ,

” s e n d e r ” : ” c l i e n t −s e s s i o n : . . ” ,
” t a r g e t ” : ” c l i e n t −s e s s i o n : . . . ” ,
” messageId ” : ” c l i e n t −msg : . . . ” ,
” messageIndex ” : 1 7}
The wrapping surrounding the action message is the

Lively2Lively protocol information, containing who sent

the message, and what the message index was on the

server. When a user does any manipulation of the map,

such as moving the map, zooming in or out, changing

the maximum pollution density, changing the date being

viewed or the opacity of the points being drawn, a message

containing all this information is sent to all other members

of the collaborative group in the changeMap action. The

registered handler for changeMap is executed on each

listener.

1) Analysis: This application was built to meet the

metric of having an action be received, looked up and

rendered in 150ms, as this has been established as the
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Scenario Latency Estimated Bandwidth
Campus 1 ms 1 Gb/s
City 5 ms 1 Gb/s
Continent 50 ms 100 Mb/s
World 250 ms 100 Mb/s

Table I
LATENCY AND BANDWIDTH ESTIMATES

amount of time before users begin to turn away [37],

[38], [41]. The Polymaps mapping library was chosen as

the basic rendering application, after a series of tests of

various mapping libraries demonstrated that this was the

highest-performing browser-based mapping library. It was

determined that Polymaps [34] was able to render 30,000

points in 100ms, giving a total of 50 ms to send the

request to the server, read the data from the database, and

send the results over the wire. A special-purpose QuadTree

database, described below, was written to fetch the data in

20 ms. A number of network scenarios were calculated,

and the results shown in Table I.

“Campus” assumes a server on the same campus where

the viewer is located and gigabit bandwidth present. “City”

assumes a server within approximately 100 km, but not

sharing campus internet with the viewer. “Continent”

assumes that there are one or two servers per continent

with the viewer connecting to the one with the lower

latency, similar in style to Amazon’s AWS service. Finally,

“World” assumes that there is a single server for global

use and that everyone who sends a data request is sending

it to the same one. 30,000 points was chosen as the target

transaction size, since this suffices to display about a

quarter-continent at 10 km resolution and the world at

100-km resolution; the application automatically chooses

the finest resolution for a bounding box that will fit into

30,000 points. The wire protocol has about 27 bytes/point,

so a size of 30,000 points gives an 810 KB transfer, or a

6.48 Mbit transfer. 1500-byte packets were assumed, with

accelerated slowstart and an initial window size of 15 KB.

Computational analysis demonstrated the only feasible

scenarios were “Campus” and“City”, indicating that each

user must have a server within 100 km; since a user could

be anywhere, this implies that servers must be everywhere.

To approximate this on a continent scale, the GENI and

SAVI infrastructures were used. The combination of the

GENI and SAVI infrastructures, and LiveTalk result in

a destktop-application-like application on a thin client,

collaboratively, anywhere.

2) Pollution Quadtree Server: A special-purpose

QuadTree server was used to rapidly fetch the data points.

Edge servers are resource-poor, and therefore in-memory

databases are not possible for a dataset of this size. Further,

and geo database creates index sets which are too large for

the available disk, so a special-purpose server was written

to fetch the dataset from an on-disk quad tree structure,

where each leaf cell was a separate file.

To avoid fate-sharing, the quadtree server was not

incorporated into the LiveTalk system but was run as a

standalone Flask[11] server in a separate container in the

same virtual machine as the LiveTalk server.

Figure 6. NBA Shot Chart

B. NBA Shot Chart Visualization

The second application constructed on this framework is

an example of visualizing sports statistics. In the National

Basketball Association (NBA), one measure of determin-

ing efficacy of a player is to look at their made and

missed shots. With a high enough sample set, it becomes

apparent that certain players have hot zones where they

shoot from more effectively than others. The hot zones and

shot statistics of players are of great interest to basketball

aficionados among both the media and the general public.

To serve this interest, beginning in the 2013-14 season,

the NBA installed SportVU [24] cameras, 6 per arena, in

the catwalks. These cameras each record an image every

40 milliseconds, feed this data into specialized software

and then made available to various applications both in

and out of the arena. This data is available live during

the game and is also available for past games.

An application to visualize this data is shown in in

Figure 6. It has varying ways of narrowing down the

selections available, but in the final box, a selection of

a player’s name will display on the chart above their

made and missed shots, color-coded. This data is queried

live from the NBA stats API [3], and is fetched from

the Akamai content distribution network. Technically,

it would be feasible to replicate the database at each

visualizer site, and in future we will request permission

from the NBA to replicate their data for this purpose.

The data returned from a query is a JSON object

containing all the shot detail for a requested player. In

Listing 2, an example of the shot detail available and what

information is contained for a shot. Each shot object has

a collection of properties, only three are used for the shot

visualizer: x, y, and whether the shot was made or missed.

The x, y co-ordinate pairs are fed to the visualization chart
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along with the made or missed flag and each is rendered

on the shot chart as a scatter plot.

C. Experiments and Results

In this application, the messages sent, as shown in

Listing 3, are extremely small. The action of clicking

a list box item sends the name of the box clicked and

the index of the item to all collaborators. Each of them

separately sends a query to the NBA statistics API for their

own data and renders it appropriately. Since the NBA has

cloud hosted their statistics using Akamai, the localization

is handled for us (15 measured GENI sites gave an average

speed of 0.083s for request, processing on the server side

and download of the data), so for this application, there

is only a thin client for distribution to the nearest site to

the user, without the large set of data. The visualization

in question, using a JavaScript library called Data-Driven

Documents (d3) [9], is able to render 600 points in 9 ms,

or 67 points/ms, so with a remaining 70ms before hitting

the desired threshold, we could conceivably render 4690

shots, more than enough to handle a season for any player

on record. At scale, of course, to minimize impact to the

NBA statistics servers, the data set could be created and

manipulated in the same was as the Pollution Visualizer

in Section 5.

Listing 2. Example Shot Data

[
” Shot C h a r t D e t a i l ” ,
”0021500013” ,
21 ,
1495 ,
”Tim Duncan ” ,
1610612759 ,
” San Anton io Spurs ” ,
1 ,
9 ,
59 ,
”Made Shot ” ,
”Hook Shot ” ,
”2PT F i e l d Goal ” ,
” R e s t r i c t e d Area ” ,
” C e n t e r (C) ” ,
” Less Than 8 f t . ” ,
3 ,
−1,
39 ,
1 ,
1
]

Listing 3. Shot Chart Message

{” a c t i o n ” : ” s e t L i s t ” ,
” d a t a ” :

{” l i s t n a m e ” : ” L i s t 2 ” ,
” i d x ” : 4} ,

” s e n d e r ” : ” c l i e n t −s e s s i o n : . . . ” ,
” t a r g e t ” : ” c l i e n t −s e s s i o n : . . . ” ,
” messageId ” : ” c l i e n t −msg : . . . ” ,
” messageIndex ” : 4}

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The LiveTalk System is the first distributed Platform-

as-a-Service Cloud, running on the GENI Experiment

Engine. It can be extended wherever a Docker VM can be

instantiated. It incorporates a pluggable server, integrated

client-side Smalltalk-like development system, an inte-

grated messaging framework, database, and server-side file

storage. Its unique strength is collaborative visualization

applications across the wide area, or, as one observer

described it, “Google Docs for Visualization”.

LiveTalk is promising but much remains to be done. We

have deliberately excluded consistency from the current

messaging framework, believing it to be an additional

service that some applications will want and others not; it

is not free. We intend to explore strategies from continuous

interactive media[27] or distributed virtual worlds[14].

We further intend to offer an automated distribution

service independent of the existing GEE Ansible-based

distribution services, and integrate with a wide-area file

system when one becomes available.

All of the software used in this paper is open-source,

freely distributable, and stored in public repositories on

github.com. The Web front ends for the various applica-

tions are available on a number of Lively Web servers;

direct references can be found by contacting the authors.
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